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Nuclear Regulatory Commission hr.
'

1717 H Street .:
N. Washington D.C. 20555

Attn; The Director-

Dear Director,

I just read that your department is intending to propose
a ruling by which the nuclear power plant at Seabrook NH
would be able to obtain an operating licence. I am appalled
by this impending decicion.

The Governor of Massachusetts and its representatives are the
only people that are trustworthy enough to make such a decicion
regarding the safety of the people within the 10 mile radius
of this plant. It is abunbantly clear what is motivating
the owners of the Seabrook plant to seek such a ruling, They
are in business to make profits and my saf vill always be
a drain upon their goal.

| I do not understand why the mistaken dicicion to build this
plant so close to such a densely populated summer resort area
should forever require bad decicions be made from then on for
the benefit of reducing monetary loses. A great lesson can
be taught here to all if we can only see that no amount of

| profits can outweight the potential devastation that could result
from this ruling. There is a vast waste land in Russia that
is the result of decicious made by interests with such pri- .

orities.

It in the state of Massachusetts that will be faced with the
burdan of dealing with accidents of such a magnitude there-
fore it is the state of Massachusetts that should determine

. the feaibility of its prevention.

| '

! Please, please reconsidcr your ruling. It could be the dif-
ference between millions of dollars and millions of lives.

Yours truly,
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v Carret Almeida
148 Orchard Street
Newbury, MA 01922
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